Lely makes a huge difference to one cow

Imagine this effect
multiplied by...

Global presence,
local knowledge

Dairy XL principles

See what Lely does for large dairy farms
and get locally connected:

Build to manage
Lely understands their customers and their cows. The lactation cycle of the cow has been translated
in the design of the concept. Lely again makes another step forward in automating farming as until
to date farms have been built to milk instead of built to manage. Combining the data of individual
cows and their next activity in the lactation we plan the routines for farm managers and workers to
effectively manage the herd. This is what automation really is about. The concept facilitates effective
management of work flows and provides information at the point of use to maximize performance.
<< Unfold the Lely Dairy XL principles barn

www.lely.com
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Lower input and better output

www.lely.com/DairyXL

The ultimate aim is to produce high quality milk in the tank and how we get it there.
By reviewing the value adding activities on farm, which lead to milk in the tank, we
came to the automated barn principles. By eliminating activities on farm and optimizing
workflows in the chain results will improve. Within the concept we focus on lower inputs
and manage for higher outputs. This overall leads to more profitable farming.
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Large dairy farming according to Lely
See what the concept does, or email dairyxl@lely.com
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Lely Dairy XL
principles
Designed around the 9 cow touches to
manage the lactation cycle of the cow.
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A

Cows don’t have time
Cows have to produce milk so we should leave the cows
and let them get on with it! Cows should stay in their
dedicated groups and we have to work around them.

B

Situate labour around the cow
The concept barn is an optimum for both cows and
people. Each part of the design is focused on a particular
part of managing the lactation cycle of the cow.
A pleasant working environment has been created, by
managing the herd and taking care of the individual
cows in an enjoyable way.

C

Management focus increases efficiency
Effective routines and standard operating procedures
for all key activities allows managers to manage their
staff effectively. Enjoyable and high quality working
routines drive optimal milk production and ultimately
enhance farm profits.
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